Nepotism and reciprocity are not mutually exclusive explanations for cooperation; helping 16 decisions can depend on both kinship cues and past reciprocal help. The importance of these two 17 factors can therefore be difficult to disentangle with observational data. We developed a 18 resampling procedure for inferring the statistical power to detect observational evidence of 19 nepotism and reciprocity, and applied this procedure to simulated and real datasets. We simulated 20 datasets resulting from perfect reciprocity, where the probability and duration of helping events 21 from individual A to B equaled B to A. We also simulated varying degrees of simultaneous 22 nepotism. We then assessed how nepotism and sampling effort influenced the probability of 23 detecting evidence of reciprocity. We applied the same analysis to empirical data on food sharing 24 in vampire bats and allogrooming in mandrills and Japanese macaques. Nepotism consistently 25 masked evidence for reciprocity. With perfect reciprocity and imperfect nepotism, nepotism was 26 more likely to be detected and overestimated. We explain the causes and consequences. To 27 compare the relative importance of genetic and social ties, researchers should measure the relative 28 reliability of both estimates. We provide R scripts to allow others to assess the reliability of 29 kinship and reciprocal help estimates in their own datasets.
Introduction

32
An adaptive cooperative trait, such as a heritable propensity for helping others, is an 33 investment that yields a net return for the actor's inclusive fitness by increasing direct fitness, 34 are available online (Carter et al. 2018 ) so that readers can adapt them to their own observations 135 of helping and kinship among humans or nonhuman animals. To test if and how nepotism prevents the detection of reciprocity, we inferred the power 140 to detect both kinship bias and symmetry in simulated and real datasets of various sizes. To infer 141 power, we estimated how estimates of kinship bias and symmetry vary with an increasing number 142 of observations (N). Note that N is the number of observed helping events not individuals. We 143 began with about 20 equally-spaced steps of N, starting at N = 20 observations and with each 144 next step adding about 5% of the total sample of observed interactions. For example, for a dataset 145 of 500 observations we would have 20 sample size steps of N = 20, 45, 70, 95, 120 .… 500. At 146 each step, we randomly sampled N observations from the total dataset. We sampled with 147 replacement (bootstrapping) to avoid confounding smaller variances at larger samples sizes with 148 smaller variances in our samples. We bootstrapped the datasets 1000 times at each sample size.
149
For instance, at the first step, we randomly sampled 20 observations with replacement 1000 150 times. To analyze the simulated data (described below), we created a different dataset of size N 151 observations by sampling from the input probability distributions 1000 times (i.e. Monte Carlo 152 simulation) rather than bootstrapping a single dataset 1000 times.
153
For each observed dataset, we extracted the observed coefficients of kinship and 154 reciprocal help from a multiple regression quadratic assignment procedure permutation test with 155 double semi-partialling (MRQAP-DSP, (Dekker et al. 2007) ). We defined the response variable 156 'help' for individual A to B as the total of duration of help from A to B, divided by the total to the empirical allogrooming and food sharing durations because they were lognormal. We z-161 transformed all variables to obtain standardized beta coefficients, so that an observed coefficient 162 of X for kinship indicates that a one standard deviation increase in kinship predicts an increase of 163 X standard deviations in help.
164
To calculate p-values for the observed coefficients, we used a network-level permutations 165 (Farine 2017 ) randomizing each input variable independently using the standard approach from 166 the MRQAP-DSP function in the R package 'asnipe' (Farine 2013) . We used this procedure to 167 generate one null coefficient from a randomized network for each observed coefficient, resulting 168 in 1000 observed and 1000 paired null coefficient values for the two predictors, kinship and for 169 reciprocal help, at each sample size step. At each sample size, we then calculated (1) the mean 170 and 95% confidence interval (CI) for the observed coefficients, which are the observed symmetry 171 and kinship bias estimates, (2) the mean and 95% CI for the null coefficients, which are the 172 symmetry and kinship bias estimates expected under the null hypothesis, (3) the proportion of 173 samples where the observed coefficient was greater than the paired null coefficient, which 174 indicates if the effect is real using all the samples, and (4) the proportion of observed coefficients 175 that were greater than 95% of the expected null coefficients, which indicates the power to detect 176 an effect with one sample of a given size.
178
Simulating data resulting from 100% reciprocity and 0-100% simultaneous nepotism
179
We simulated 500 observations of help among 20 individuals. To simulate perfect 180 reciprocity, we generated a network of reciprocal helping history, and set this to be perfectly 181 symmetric across dyads, such that the helping history from A to B was always equal to helping 182 history of B to A. We then created a dataset of 500 observed helping events by randomly 183 sampling one individual as an actor and selecting a remaining individual as a recipient with a 184 probability that was proportional to the helping history. The duration of help was equal to this 185 symmetrical helping history. All observed helping was therefore determined by the symmetrical helping history, which is not directly observable but that probabilistically informs the observed 187 data.
188
To simulate nepotism as an additional behavior, we made the history of past reciprocal 189 help correlate with kinship to varying degrees. To do this, we constructed helping history network 190 as the combination of two independent matrices of random values from 0 to 0.5 representing the 191 kinship and non-kinship components of the helping history for each dyad. Nepotism determines 192 the degree to which kinship predicts the helping history, so we calculated 'helping history (h), as 193 a combination of the kinship (r) and non-kinship components (c), weighted by a 'nepotism 194 coefficient' (n), which ranges from 0 to 1:
The nepotism coefficient represents the degree to which past unobserved helping history 199 correlated with kinship. We created populations where nepotism equaled either 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 200 or 1. Increasing nepotism means a higher correlation between unobserved helping history and 201 kinship (Table S1) , so the observed correlations between observed help and kinship (i.e. kinship 202 bias) will also increase. Finally, we added a step to ensure that all individuals were observed 203 helping at least one other individual.
204
In sum, these simulations generate an observed set of helping events where individuals ask: If perfect reciprocity did exist among individuals that were also somewhat nepotistic, how 212 likely are we to overestimate the evidence for kinship bias relative to reciprocal helping?
214
Real datasets
215
We also applied this resampling procedure as a power analysis for three real datasets. The
216
first two studies were conducted on mandrills and Japanese macaques housed at the Rome Zoo 
239
Past analyses of these same data found that food sharing was better predicted by reciprocal 240 sharing than by kinship, when controlling for grooming and donor sex (Carter and Wilkinson 
250
Results
251
Simulated data 252 Nepotism reduced the ability to detect the perfect symmetry in helping that exists 253 independent of kinship. The simulations were constructed such that reciprocal help played a more 254 important role than kinship in determining helping rates at every level of nepotism up to 100% 255 nepotism, where reciprocal help and kinship were completely confounded. Yet as nepotism 256 increased above zero, permutation tests were more likely to incorrectly infer that nepotism was 257 more important than reciprocity ( Figure 1 ). The reason for this can be seen in the plots of the size 258 and precision of the observed and null coefficient estimates over increased sampling effort 259 (Figure S1-S5). As nepotism increased, so too did the collinearity between kinship and the 260 observed reciprocal help ( Figure S6 ). Compared to helping symmetry, the kinship bias estimates 261 were less variable. Starting at 50% nepotism, kinship biases were estimated to be larger than 262 symmetry even though the generative probabilities and the actual durations of helping were always perfectly symmetrical ( Figure 1 ). In these scenarios, where we know the real contribution 264 of both kinship and reciprocal help as drivers of helping, we see that kinship bias was consistently are performing perfect reciprocity. At zero nepotism, symmetry will be detected (i.e. 'statistically 295 significant') with a 50% probability, and nepotism will have a low rate of false positives. At 25% 296 nepotism, however, a researcher is now equally likely to detect symmetry versus a kinship bias.
297
At 50% nepotism, kinship bias further masks symmetry and the probability of correctly detecting 298 symmetry drops to less than 25% and kinship bias is detected about 90% of the time. At 75% and 299 100% nepotism, kinship bias is always detected while symmetry is usually not detected. Even if 300 both effects are detected, the relative effect sizes give the clear but incorrect appearance that 301 helping decisions were influenced more by kinship than by reciprocal help. In the 100% nepotism 302 scenario where the symmetrical helping history and kinship are exactly equal, kinship bias is 303 always detected, but with the same sampling effort in the 0% nepotism scenario, where helping is 304 symmetrical and independent of kinship, there is only 50% power to detect evidence of 305 reciprocity. Why does this happen?
306
Estimating a correlation or slope coefficient requires having accurate data on the 307 predictor as well as the response variables. Cases with two highly correlated predictors 308 (collinearity) will lead to imprecise estimates of both coefficients, making each effect harder to 309 detect. More critically, the most precisely estimated predictor, in this case kinship, will often 310 appear to have a relatively larger coefficient and to be more important, regardless of its true 
332
To give another example, if we observe only one sharing event for each dyad those data 333 could be sufficient to detect and estimate an existing kinship bias (albeit the estimate might be 334 poor), whereas we cannot use the same data to detect or estimate an existing symmetry in helping 335 rates. If a cooperative relationship exists, then kinship estimates will generally be more precise 336 than estimates of helping rates. Because the more precise estimate will be over-estimated relative 337 to the less precise estimate, nepotism will tend to mask evidence of reciprocity.
338
This asymmetry in precision is compounded in larger study populations. The number of 339 possible dyadic helping rates is almost the square of the number of individuals, n*(n-1).
340
Observing enough dyadic helping interactions to accurately estimate a cooperation network 
396
instance, one study reported that an alpha male chimpanzee was attacked and killed by his most 397 strongly affiliated and most frequent grooming partner, that many observers might label as a 398 'friend' (Kaburu et al. 2013 ). Social relationships can not only change suddenly, but often 399 asynchronously across dyads, meaning that defining a sampling period for helping rates can prove 400 difficult.
401
Second, stable relationships are also expected to have a longer timescale for 402 reciprocation, which makes symmetry more difficult to detect in a short timespan (Carter and 
414
Third, for any given relationship, the relative importance of reciprocity and nepotism can 415 change over time. For example, the help invested by a mother in her two daughters when they are 416 young might be 100% nepotistic and 0% reciprocal, with equal helping allocated to each 417 daughter. However, when her daughters become adults, the mother's investment might also be influenced by each daughter's reciprocal investment in her, and she may have a stronger 419 relationship with one daughter over another.
420
Fourth, reciprocity can be more difficult to detect than nepotism because cooperative 
433
Finally, the degree of contingency in a reciprocal relationship may be more or less strict 434 among kin. In other words, reciprocity and nepotism might interact. This occurs if the 435 contingency between helping given and received differs between kin and nonkin. A negative 436 interaction between contingency and kinship was observed in cooperatively breeding cichlids 437 where dominants share their nests with subordinate helpers that must 'pay-to-stay', but 438 subordinates nonkin help more than kin because dominants tolerate subordinate kin regardless of 439 their degree of alloparental care (Zöttl et al. 2013 ). Such differences in reciprocity between kin 440 and nonkin may also exist in primate long-term cooperative relationships, but they can only be 441 detected through repeated manipulations of helping among both kin and nonkin.
443
Experimental evidence for simultaneous nepotism and reciprocity
To test the causal roles of reciprocity and nepotism, experiments must manipulate both 445 the helping history and kinship cues that influence decisions to help. To our knowledge, this has 446 only been accomplished once using an experimental paradigm where rats are trained to 447 understand how to pull a bar to deliver a food reward to a partner rat. In a series of experiments, 448 reciprocity was evident because decisions to pull for a partner were influenced by factors such as 449 past food received or allogrooming received from the partner (Rutte and Taborsky 2008;
450
Schweinfurth and Taborsky 2018a). To test for a simultaneous kinship effect, outbred wild-type 451 male rats were separated from littermates, housed with non-kin, tested for an ability to recognize 452 kin, and then tested in the same food-pulling task with partners that varied in both their past 453 reciprocal help and kinship (Schweinfurth and Taborsky 2018b) . The rats demonstrated kin 454 discrimination by preferring to associate with unfamiliar kin over unfamiliar nonkin, but they did 455 not show nepotism in the food pulling task; kinship did not increase food pulling nor did it 456 change the symmetry of reciprocal pulling rates (Schweinfurth and Taborsky 2018b).
458
When is nepotism harder to detect than symmetry?
459
There are several conditions under which nepotism is unlikely to be detected. First, Type 
471
Association rates might mask evidence for nepotism when association is kin-biased and 472 both association and kinship are tested as simultaneous predictors of helping rates. Although 473 helping rates are often imprecise, association rates might often be more precise than kinship 474 estimates when dyadic association rates are based on automated methods that can involve many 
519
We used network permutations which account for the network structure and hold the total 520 help given and received by each individual constant. Alternate versions of our analyses suggested that the multiple regression quadratic assignment procedure we used here (Dekker et al. 2007 ) is 522 better at reducing collinearity, and hence the masking of symmetry, compared to permutation 523 tests applied to standard multiple linear regression coefficients. However, network permutations 524 do not account for biased sampling, so the helping rates (network edge weights) must take into 525 account the relative opportunity for individuals to help each other. We accomplished this by 526 defining edge weights as the proportion of help received from individual X divided by the total 527 help received from all other individuals that could have otherwise come from individual X 528 because X was present at the time. Another possibility is to define edges as the help from X over 529 the opportunity for X to help. If helping events are scored as yes/no events, then an even more 530 rigorous approach is to use pre-network permutations (Farine 2017) , where the helping acts in the 531 dataset are permuted across individuals present at the time, rather than permuting the helping 532 rates in the network. Pre-network permutations allow for precise control over the null hypothesis 533 by swapping within time periods or locations, and also control for biased sampling; however, they 534 are most appropriate when the helping events are binary (0/1) and hence interchangeable.
535
In conclusion, because nepotism masks evidence of reciprocity in cooperation networks,
536
it is useful to assess the reliability of symmetry and kinship bias as a function of sampling effort.
537
We provide R code (Carter et al. 2018 ) to produce plots that allow one to assess the relative 538 power for detecting evidence of nepotism and reciprocity in simulated datasets or in a given 539 dataset of helping observations in humans or nonhuman animals. 
